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ABSTRACT: Semiconducting materials, crystalline or amorphous, feature a diverse family of emergent transient properties (excitons, free carriers, plasmons, polarons, etc.) of interest to energy science, which are observed (indirectly or directly) in carefully designed experiments. Theoretical methods, which provide detailed and accurate information about the excitations of small molecules, have trouble with large systems because of computational limitations, such that a thorough selection of algorithms plays a crucial role. With a wide range of research opportunities in mind, in this Perspective we consider, from a first-principles perspective, the techniques available to calculate optical and electronic properties of materials and discuss (i) challenges in density-functional and wave function methods for materials and energy science, (ii) a method developed by us for describing excited-state phenomena (which consists of the linear response analysis of perturbed initial states), and (iii) opportunities for using machine learning in computational and theoretical chemistry studies.

E clucidating the principles and detailed molecular processes underlying the operation of optoelectronic (semiconductor) devices, such as photovoltaics (PV), photodiodes, and phototransistors, is among the primary objectives pursued by energy scientists and engineers. The rational design of these devices depends on a deep understanding of molecular structures and excited states at large length scales where charge transport processes operate, and it is also essential to forge a close link between theory and experiment.

Numerous efficient experimental techniques are able to monitor both full-gap particles such as electrons/holes, excitons, charge carriers, and also subgap (or intraband gap) quasiparticles such as (bi)polarons, plasmons, and plexcitons. To understand experimental observations, in first-principles theoretical/computational chemistry settings, scientists utilize methods based on ground-state and linear response theories that offer crucial information about the systems being studied. These techniques often provide specific data (such as minimum-energy geometries, equilibrium molecular trajectories, energy levels, among others) that complement understanding of the phenomena underlying the operation of semiconducting materials.

With the goal of simulating (in a parameter-free fashion and with relatively low computational demand) all the physicochemical processes taking place in the realistic operation of semiconducting materials, a significant challenge in theory development for energy applications is the integration of advanced theoretical and computational techniques. In this spirit, despite requiring user-provided parameters, phenomenological/semiempirical/coarse-grained approaches are computationally inexpensive alternatives that can capture the essence of the physics and chemistry of relevance. Hence, we believe these approaches can serve as guides for progress in ab initio theory beyond equilibrium. In addition, the emergence of fields like machine learning is opening diverse research opportunities that in combination with ab initio quantum chemical methods will lead to exciting discoveries in energy and materials science.

In this Perspective we present our reflections on future directions of quantum chemical modeling and computation of semiconducting materials for energy research. We discuss (i) challenges in methods based on wave function and density functional theories; (ii) our recent experience on estimating absorption spectra of excited states, and related challenges; and (iii) the role and future of artificial intelligence/machine learning for applied quantum chemistry.

Density Functional Methods. The selection of the best quantum chemistry method for a particular problem often can be
The emergence of fields like machine learning is opening diverse research opportunities that in combination with ab initio quantum chemical methods will lead to exciting discoveries in energy and materials science.

thought of as a refined art. The majority of electronic structure calculations can be categorized into three methods: correlated-wave function theory (CWFT), semiempirical methods, and density-functional theory (DFT). It is of no surprise to the reader that the latter is currently the most widely employed. Alternatives such as CWFT methodologies can be quite accurate, yet computationally expensive. Nonetheless, embedding techniques, i.e., inserting a CWFT region into a material that is otherwise described by inexpensive DFT models, are extending the applicability of CWFT methods to solids, and it is possible that simulations of thousands of atoms will be accessible by CWFT methods, or even millions when quantum computers become available. Currently, however, density-functional approaches permit mid-to-large scale (almost parameter-free) computer simulations. Linear-scaling methods also hold promise in further extending the applicability of both DFT and CWFT methodologies. Lastly, for large chemical database/library studies (such as material/drug discovery), semiempirical methods, although requiring careful parametrization, are quite convenient.

Density functionals enjoy widespread success for the calculation of features that correlate well with device performance, such as band structure, optical properties in the linear regime, among others. However, conventional density functionals are often developed for ground-state properties. In general, the challenges and future prospects we discuss in this work concern approximating, with ab initio methods, regimes far from the ground state (excited-state dynamics, for instance) and equilibrium (as in the case of quantum ratchets), which are com-

In contrast to ground-state DFT research, functional development in TD density functional theory (TDDFT) is rare and more difficult. In general, algorithms use the ground-state XC kernel to compute absorption spectra and related quantities.

**Challenges.** Many PV devices utilize either conjugated organic molecules or hybrid metal–organic crystals, e.g. perovskites. While periodic (plane-wave) DFT studies with GGA (PBE) functionals dominate the latter, isolated-molecule DFT allows for a wider variety of long-range corrected and hybrid functionals that are significantly expensive for plane-wave periodic calculations. Yet, in the case of metal–organic DFT studies, careful selections must be made regarding treatment of core electrons in the metal (pseudopotentials), spin–orbit coupling, and post-DFT corrections, etc. For example, in studies of lead and tin perovskites, the GW post-DFT correction improves estimation of the band structure and light absorption properties (by properly approximating the electron–hole propagator, and by extracting the relevant information from it).

DFT XC functionals have been more broadly tested for organic conjugated molecules for both neutral and charged states. For the most part, band gap and frontier orbital energy levels have been well-predicted by hybrid functionals like B3LYP. Molecular couplings and hence mobilities have been more difficult for DFT approximations, often underestimating the overlaps between the molecules. Semiempirical methods (see extended Hückel methods) have had more success in predicting the orbital overlaps between the disordered molecules in organic photovoltaic (OPV) and organic light-emitting diode (OLED) devices. In order to predict the power conversion efficiency (PCE) for new materials needed in PV devices, DFT approximations must
be able to adaptively account for the variety of organic materials. Polymerization length dependence, donor–acceptor energy offsets, and excited (polaronic) states are all standing in the way of current DFT methods being an accurate predictor of material properties.

Even though linear response techniques are essential for excited-state phenomena, the information they provide could also be determined in the same way as ground-state densities are found by standard computational packages. Such extended self-consistent DFT techniques, even though missing for applications, could offer quantities like exciton densities and couplings between them. Given these quantities, we could use them to determine how transient species evolve under the action of driving external and internal fields. Second, even though relatively affordable electron–phonon coupling algorithms are available to estimate lifetimes of free carriers in perfect periodic crystals, or with a few defects, for amorphous systems we miss first-principles computational methodologies that extend beyond semiclassical and Marcus theories and solve more demanding models (based on Liouville quantum dynamics) that account for the generation and recombination of carriers. Amorphous systems of current interest include glassy polymers (for which it is difficult to sample the conformational space) and perovskite-like systems with significant concentration of defects.

Functionals commonly used in plane-wave packages underestimate the transport gap of the system; the method "DFT+U" (which allows the user to constrain the occupation numbers of problematic orbitals) fixes gap underestimation at the expense of an extra system-dependent parameter. A single electron or hole that is added to a macroscopic solid is not completely described by the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) or highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the neutral system but by frontier orbitals that account for the nonlocal interaction that the added electron/hole is subject to. Traditional transport models assume the energy levels are frozen (at the neutral system) and use the HOMO/LUMO for stochastic transport simulations. In these models it is also assumed that the KS wave function is the true wave function of the system. To improve upon this assumption, new research could tell us how to extract information rigorously from the evolution of the TD density, or current-density, directly. To achieve this we could employ TDDFT and TD XC functionals.

First-principles solution to the band gap underestimation problem could enhance the description of transient (subgap) polaron species, which in OPV systems do not benefit from a frozen-level description used in semiconducting crystals. Figure 1 shows, for example, the ring-dependent, B3LYP, projected density of states of an ionized (+ or − charged, both in the ground state) poly(para-phenylene) (PPP) oligomer, with 30 rings. For the anion, a localized level (HOMO) appears in the middle of the chain, while for the cation, a localized hole emerges in the same region. In the top subplot, the white arrows represent the occupation of the HOMO and HOMO−1 levels. This example illustrates that the frontier orbitals of charged OPV polymers significantly relax (we use the term "sub-gap", or "intraband gap", to refer to them) and so do their energy spacings, affecting the polaron optical gap. In comparison to pure density-functionals such as GGAs, hybrid functionals, to a lesser degree, alleviate description of these subgap states. However, they are much more expensive for periodic systems; thus, reducing costs is an outstanding challenge. Additionally, for polaronic species and their excitations,
we also require development of algorithms to compute electron—phonon coupling in disordered systems.

Wave Function Theory: Coupled Clusters and Static/Strong Correlation. More fundamental wave function-based options are available to directly address the problem of finding solutions to the nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation. Because of high computational costs, however, further progress is needed to enable their use in large-scale electronic-structure calculations for energy applications.

Coupled cluster (CC) theory and methods are powerful examples of wave function-based alternatives. Usually, these methods start from a single reference, create determinants by exciting occupied orbitals, and generate a combination of these excited determinants that depends on a collection of coefficients. When a set of nonlinear equations is solved, the coefficients of this combination are determined, and properties of interest can be calculated.

Size-extensiveness is a quite positive, and important, feature of CC methodologies (the CC energy grows linearly with respect to the number of particles in the thermodynamic limit) and is systematically improvable (augmenting the size of the trial space usually leads to more accuracy). One might argue that KS-DFT leads to systematically improvable expansions of the energy, but at a much higher cost than in coupled cluster methods. Because of the rich algebra of CC methods, they require, in general, more computer coding efforts than DFT algorithms. Thus, a significant challenge in the CC field is also reducing the computational costs to compete against DFT methods, or bridge both DFT and CC to achieve systematically improvable XC functionals. To achieve this, CC methods developed within a divide-and-conquer perspective could be very promising tools to achieve linear-scaling cost.

Challenges. Understanding reactions at the gas—surface interface via computation can assist the design and optimization of photocatalytic processes. CC and DFT methods are both commonly used for molecular systems that can be described by single references. There are problems, nonetheless, in which single determinantal techniques are insufficient. Reactive dynamics of molecules on surfaces falls in this category, where molecular collisions and transition states play decisive roles. It is particularly difficult to describe, in real-time, radical species that are scattered off from surfaces because this phenomenon needs a large-scale multireference description, which, to date, is unavailable. Nonetheless, the relevance of simulating photocatalytic reactions should serve as continuous motivation to pursue speeding-up development in this area of multireference methods.

Complete active space methods, or their derivatives, could achieve accurate description of bond-breaking reactions on surfaces. These techniques are capable of switching from the standard single-reference regime (accessible with traditional DFT/CWFT algorithms) into the difficult case of multireference wave functions. Although their costs of computation are still high, there is promise in these methods, especially if combined with DFT/CC/artificial intelligence ideas, to offer universal first-principles methods for treating reactive molecular interactions.

Another challenge in the computation of strongly correlated systems is finding the correct ab initio description of d and f bands in transition-metal oxides; standard XC functionals for plane-wave calculations overdelocalize key orbitals. To date, the method DFT+U offers numerous options to control orbital localization. This requires judicious choice of the DFT+U model and a few parameters, which can be estimated by imposing electron occupation constraints. We believe further research in this area could result in assimilation of these powerful techniques by new generations of pure-density functional methods.

Search for Methods for Excited-State Phenomena. Excited-state dynamics models that significantly depart from the ground-state regime are necessary to gain insight into transport at a junction. For example, following successful hot exciton splitting in polymer solar cells, transient species such as (hot) polarons may lie on excited state surfaces, with the ground-state playing a minor role. Although significant efforts and resources are invested in developing ground-state functionals, there are plentiful opportunities in extending DFT/CWFT methods and algorithms to accurately estimate dynamical properties of crucial relevance such as (Figure 2) charge-carrier lifetimes in inorganic, disordered, semiconducting environments; polaron (pair) formation and relaxation in organic molecular materials; exciton dynamics; charge transfer in electronically excited coherent systems, etc.

Regarding the interaction between electronic degrees of freedom in molecules and light, commonly available linear response TDDFT methods are frequently used to produce simplified, singly excited wave functions, which can be applied as a starting point in the study of excited-state dynamics. But, to date, improving this type of wave function is computationally expensive, and new methods are required to address this issue [excited states are more properly described by combinations of determinants, featuring multiple (double, triple, etc.) orbital excitations]. For exciton dynamics, even though it would be preferred to know the pure density matrix of excitons (or their collection of excited-state wave functions), the conventional linear response formalism only produces transition elements (e.g., dipole matrix elements) from ground to excited state. Pure
excited-state information (multipoles, polarizability tensors, etc.) of large systems by computational means remains elusive.

Producing the absorption spectrum of an excited state in an affordable manner is also challenging within TDDFT. Motivated by this, we noticed that a simple modification of the standard linear response TDDFT algorithm enables prediction of the absorption spectrum of excitons. We proposed that by starting electronic propagation from a perturbed initial state one can extract information about transitions (by absorption/emission of a photon) between excited states. This idea is founded on exact quantum mechanics. In the context of TDDFT calculations, we perturb the ground-state orbitals using a weighted sum of virtual orbitals, where these weights are given by transition elements describing the transition from the ground state to a base excited state (that we choose). By reanalyzing the response of the system to a weak perturbing field, we calculate the strengths of electronic transitions from the base excited state. In practice, the algorithm needs only perturbation of orbitals and reapplication of the conventional linear-response eigenvalue problem. We tested this methodology against experimental data in oligomers and small organic molecules. For example, for poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) oligomers we noticed (Figure 3) the algorithm captures convergence of the exciton absorption as the number of units is increased. Similarly, we observed close agreement with experiment for oligomers of poly(benzodithiophene-thieno[3,4-b]thiophene) (PTB7) and poly(2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (MEH-PPV). We are currently working on extending the mentioned quantum mechanical principle to estimate other properties such as nonadiabatic couplings, excited-state densities, and spectroscopy of coherent electronic superpositions.

Challenges. Obtaining spectroscopic information via full linear response TDDFT (with standard XC functionals) is slightly more expensive than a regular ground-state self-consistent cycle, with nearly cubic scaling. For systems with thousands of atoms this scaling could be reduced in a parameter-free fashion. It is challenging, however, to maintain or improve accuracy while simplifying the theory for cost-saving purposes. To date, density-functional tight binding offers some of the best (parameter-dependent) alternative protocols to achieve this goal. With respect to fundamental challenges, excited-state dynamics needs new theory for implementing (excited-state) couplings of vibronic/phononic and magnetic (spin–orbit, for example) characters and couplings involving electronic wave function gradients (nonadiabatic couplings).

A different theory being currently explored that goes beyond the extent of linear response methods is real-time TDDFT. Propagations in real time hold promise on providing more detailed information about the evolution of transient species of purely excited-state character. Standard XC potentials (which are based on ground-state DFT), however, miss important memory effects and lead to spurious shifts in predicted transient spectra. In addition to reducing computational costs, eliminating over-relaxation effects in real-time TDDFT algorithms is an open challenge. Development in real-time TDDFT, we believe, might be complemented by TD CWFT algorithms, which are uncommon.

New Theories, Algorithms, and Artificial Intelligence. Computational packages depend on tens to hundreds of internal settings (tolerances, energy shifts, basis set size, etc.) that determine the cost and performance of algorithms. For materials discovery, the number of possible molecules is extremely large, as is the number of physicochemical conditions under which molecules interact. Guided by empirical rules and chemical principles, researchers select and control a careful combination of all these factors to study a finite set of systems of interest. By means of computer-assisted frameworks, such as machine learning (ML), we can study large sets of potential materials and accelerate discovery. Provided a training set of input–output (descriptor–property) pairs, ML offers a wide selection of inexpensive functions that can identify patterns within the training set and determine internal rules to predict new patterns. This flexibility of ML tools makes them quite useful for materials discovery (Figure 4).

Figure 3. $S_1$ absorption spectra of P3HT oligomers. The dashed and solid lines represent experimental data and broadened calculated absorption strengths, respectively. The vertical lines indicate positioning of the discrete oscillator strengths; the solid lines were broadened with Gaussian functions ($\sigma = 50$ nm). Adapted from ref 34. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.

Figure 4. Basic steps in materials discovery fueled by quantum chemistry and AI. Starting with data determined by first-principles methods, an AI system is judiciously trained. Then, an exploration of the chemical space is carried out to propose a new material for synthesis. Traditionally, functionalized and/or semiempirical models are developed by using known ab initio data in a closed loop between data and training, as in density functional development, for example. An alternative is indicated, which consists of using AI algorithms to generate fast phenomenological/semiempirical methods to explore the chemical space.

Materials discovery has been traditionally pursued by means of quantitative structure–property relationship models, which directly associate single molecule structural descriptors...
with properties of experimental interest, without requiring data from theoretical or computational sources. The success of these methods is inspiring development and application of AI-based tools that contribute with reliable quantum chemical methods, and inexpensive kinetic models, to improve the screening process and increase the amount of data that can be processed, i.e., high throughput. The most successful of these methodologies have been validated by experimental measurements. As materials discovery becomes robust enough to process more complex phenomena and constantly increasing amounts of data, whether through theoretical and computational models and/or experimental measurements (which could be provided by automated laboratories), the screening moves from just a data-driven approach toward a closed-loop, high-throughput methodology. Although input–output relations can be studied by numerous AI techniques such as artificial neural networks, supervised ML, and clustering, single-molecule descriptors can be insufficient for many systems, especially those found in biology, where intermolecular interactions are dominant, so information about the molecular environment may be needed.

A major focus of high-throughput computational discovery lies on artificial intelligence (AI) applications to find candidate materials or molecules for solar cells, electronic circuitry, and drug synthesis, among others. Depending on each case, this is achieved by optimizing properties such as optical gap, lifetimes, singlet–triplet splittings, etc. In the case of OLEDs, for example, metal-free molecules can lead to significantly less expensive display screens. For example, ref reports a successful integration of computational tools such as TD-DFT and artificial neural networks and collaboration with synthetic chemists to produce promising blue OLED candidates. This methodology can of course explore larger chemical spaces and/or implement other forms of ab initio methods to achieve discovery of new candidates for synthesis.

To search for new materials, ML algorithms are trained with reliable physiochemical data (e.g., from DFT/CWFT calculations and/or experimental measurements) containing specific properties of different molecules. The new best material is searched by proposing and assessing candidates that share chemical trends, i.e., a set of descriptors, with the systems considered for training (for example, candidate molecules should have the same types of ligands used in the training library). AI algorithms for these applications combine chemoinformatics and advanced data-processing techniques to achieve discovery. ML methods sharply accelerate the quest for candidates, whereas searching only with DFT/CWFT calculations would take much longer. We thus expect the use of ML will likely continue to grow.

At more fundamental levels, other applications of ML are aimed at speeding-up theoretical calculations. For example, AI techniques may adapt simplified phenomenological models (tight-binding, Hubbard, etc.) for the computation of molecular properties. Under this intriguing and interesting possibility, we believe phenomenological models could gain momentum by AI-enhanced capabilities to predict features of interest in semiconductors. For subgap problems, one can picture cases in which model parameters are estimated by a ML method according to the transient species of interest, so properties such as energy levels and coupling constants are properly tuned according to molecular environment. Furthermore, AI algorithms can be designed to speed up simulations of OPV blends by computing molecular transport networks and identifying efficient pathways for charge carriers to reach the electrodes.

In the near future, an AI could also create a new density functional, ab initio technique, and/or proper phenomenological model for a given application.

The ideas above also suggest a scenario in which an algorithm decides or suggests internal parameters or settings and type of density functional. In the near future, an AI could also create a new density functional, ab initio technique, and/or proper phenomenological model for a given application. However, a significant demanding aspect for future AI methods is to successfully scale up the system size (from atomic to cellular dimensions) while preserving accuracy and the description of emergent properties.

Successful cases of AI optimization often involve computationally affordable (single-point energy) molecular libraries. As implied in previous sections, it is challenging to mine time-dependent ab initio data (especially nuclear dynamics) of large systems because of high computational cost. In these cases we believe computer-generated theory could be useful, yet this remains unexplored to our knowledge. This path, however, needs strong synergy between rigorous theory and physical laws and conditions.

Summary and Future Outlook. We considered the advantages and challenges in wave function theory and density functional theories for applications in energy research. Besides the potential roles of artificial intelligence tools, there are numerous opportunities to develop first-principles computer algorithms to simulate optical, excited-state, and nuclear dynamics in disordered environments: molecular materials, imperfect inorganic crystals, liquid electrolytes, etc. For these cases, quantifying and classifying the behavior of pure excited-state species could be beneficial for the optimization of semiconductor performance.

On the basis of our discussion, we believe density-focused theory could evolve into new forms of computational chemistry with extended applicability, where future developments might be significantly assisted by artificial intelligence algorithms and new generations of electronic circuitry. Furthermore, computer-generated theoretical models might have a promising future because a large number of them can be created, tested, and screened according to their accuracy. However, generating models may require careful integration of wave function, density functional, and phenomenological theories and development of confidence estimation (which can be developed on the basis of high-level ab initio calculations and experimental validation).

Finally, future applications for new theoretical advancements may also include frontier topics such as quantum entanglement and the engineering of quantum coherence, which require methods for excited-state dynamics, to maximize energy conversion and storage. Progress in this context could benefit considerably from strong integration into large screening projects such as the materials genome initiative, machine-learning-assisted materials discovery based on failed reactions, Harvard clean energy project, among others.
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